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It's six minutes before midnight as a surveillance society draws near in the United States. With a flood of powerful new technologies that expand the potential for centralized monitoring, a president who believes he can unilaterally sweep aside the laws that restrain government spying, a docile Congress and courts, as well as a cadre of mega-corporations that are willing to become extensions of the surveillance state, we confront the possibility of a dark future where our every move, our every transaction, our every communication is recorded, compiled, and stored away, ready for access by the authorities whenever they want.

The Doomsday Clock created by the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists in 1947 to warn of the potential for nuclear holocaust has thankfully never reached midnight. However, it is far from clear that a "Surveillance Society Clock" will share in that happy fate — that the dark midnight of a total surveillance society will never be reached.

In January 2003, we issued a report called "Bigger Monster, Weaker Chains," in which we described how the explosion of new technology in just the last 10 years is feeding a surveillance "monster" that is growing silently in our midst. We pointed out that even as this monster grows in power, we are weakening the legal chains that keep it from trampling our private lives — loosening regulations on government surveillance, watching passively as private surveillance grows unchecked, and contemplating the introduction of tremendously powerful new surveillance infrastructures that will tie all this information together.

In 2004, we published a follow-up report, "The Surveillance-Industrial Complex," which looked at how the government and private sector were increasingly delivering a one-two punch to Americans' privacy, with the government leveraging the private sector's voracious appetite for data about individuals to evade restrictions on the surveillance it is permitted to conduct on innocent people.

In the few short years since those reports came out, the situation has worsened on nearly every front.

### Mass surveillance and data mining

One of the most alarming trends that we identified in our earlier reports was the turn by our security establishment toward suspicionless mass surveillance as a central strategy in the so-called "war on terror."

The security strategy pursued by the Bush Administration since 9/11 has been disastrous. Instead of shoring up the many gaps that exist in our security infrastructure — from our virtually defenseless rail freight system to our porous cargo ports, or concentrating on improving human intelligence, or focusing on capturing Osama Bin Laden — our current government has chosen mass surveillance as its principal approach to preventing another terrorist attack.

Nothing exemplifies this approach more than the surveillance technique that has come to be called "data mining."

For decades, the notion of a surveillance society, where every facet of our private lives is monitored and recorded, has sounded abstract, paranoid or far-fetched to many Americans. So it came as a shock to many people when it emerged in 2002 that the Pentagon were increasingly delivering a one-two punch to Americans' privacy, with the government leveraging the private sector's voracious appetite for data about individuals to evade restrictions on the surveillance it is permitted to conduct on innocent people.

In 2004, we published a follow-up report, "The Surveillance-Industrial Complex," which looked at how the government and private sector were increasingly delivering a one-two punch to Americans' privacy, with the government leveraging the private sector's voracious appetite for data about individuals to evade restrictions on the surveillance it is permitted to conduct on innocent people.

In the few short years since those reports came out, the situation has worsened on nearly every front.

After TIA became public, Americans from across the political spectrum rose up in opposition. The result was that Congress took action, first enacting a provision banning its use against Americans, and later shutting it down altogether.

Unfortunately, despite that crystal-clear expression of the public will, it has become clear that programs based on the same mass-surveillance concept as TIA are in full swing within the shadows of the American intelligence and national security establishments.

### The NSA's illegal domestic mass spying operation

One center of this mass-surveillance dragnet approach to security in the American government today appears to lie in our intelligence agencies, including both the National Security Agency (NSA) and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). A series of press reports in 2006 established that these agencies have departed radically from their supposedly exclusive focus on overseas spying, and have turned their eyes and ears inward upon the American people.

"The Program." In December 2006 the New York Times reported that the NSA was tapping into telephone calls of Americans in violation of existing laws and the Constitution. Furthermore, the agency gained direct access to the telecommunications infrastructure through some of America's largest companies. Using that access (referenced to by insiders as "The Program"), the agency appears to be using broad data mining techniques to evaluate the...
communications of millions of people within the United States. In August 2007, National Intelligence Director Michael McConnell confirmed that “the private sector had assisted us” with the program.\(^1\)

**The NSA’s call database.** In May 2006, we learned that at least some of the major telecom companies have granted the NSA direct, wholesale access to their customers’ calling records – once again, outside the law – and that the NSA is compiling a giant database of those records.

**Financial tracking.** In June 2006, the *New York Times* reported that the Treasury Department and most chillingly the CIA is also secretly sifting through the records of the global financial cooperative SWIFT, without Congressional authorization or judicial oversight. The searches reportedly involved not only case-by-case examinations, but wholesale access to countless financial records.\(^6\)

These activities appear to be a direct continuation of the data mining concepts that were at the heart of TIA. We know that several core components of the TIA program were moved to a branch of the NSA called ARDA (“Advanced Research and Development Activity”). And in January 2006, responding to the furor over the *New York Times*’ revelations, Department of Homeland Security Secretary Michael Chertoff acknowledged that the NSA’s activities involve data mining. “What we’re trying to do is gather as many dots as we can, figure out which are the ones that have to be connected,” Chertoff said, adding that it wasn’t possible to establish probable cause for each intercept, “if you have a large volume of data, a large number of [phone] numbers you’re intercepting.”\(^4\)

According to the *New York Times*, the NSA works with “the leading companies” in the telecommunications industry to collect communications patterns, and accesses “switches that act as gateways” at “some of the main arteries for moving voice and some Internet traffic into and out of the United States.”\(^5\) These apparently include telephone gateways as well as key nodes through which a large portion of Internet traffic passes. Access to these network hubs gives the agency access to a direct feed of all the communications that pass through them, and the ability to sift through those communications as it sees fit.

We cannot be certain, but in all probability the NSA is sifting through the sea of communications using several basic techniques, including keyword searches, link analysis (in which records of who has called whom are sifted through and mapped out in the hopes that calling patterns will reveal suspicious individuals) or other techniques such as voice pattern analysis. It is also possible that the government is compiling some data not for the purposes of any kind of immediate scrutiny, but in order to build up a sea of information to have on hand just in case analysts want to “swim through it” on a particular investigation. That would let them skip the trouble of having to go to a judge and request approval for specific data – in essence, a shortcut around the Constitution.

The NSA’s illegal program is hardly the only data-mining approach to security within the government. Just a few other examples include:

**Automated Targeting System.** In November 2006, Homeland Security revealed that its Automated Targeting System (ATS), originally a system for tracking cargo, also generated terrorist ratings on tens of millions of travelers, including American citizens. Homeland Security maintained those ratings for 40 years, and made them available throughout the government. How those ratings were generated remained secret, and individuals had no opportunity to contest their rating or any false information upon which it might be based. In May 2007, the GAO confirmed that the program was illegal.\(^8\) Meanwhile, the administration continues work on its much troubled and delayed domestic airline passenger profiling program, currently known as “Secure Flight.” Although apparently beaten back at least for the moment, officials have repeatedly proposed a data mining approach for different forms of this program.\(^9\) We may well also see future moves to link ATS with Secure Flight.

“Fusion centers.” These intelligence centers in many states across the nation bring a wide array of law enforcement officials together with private-sector entities, and have the real potential to turn into a privacy-invasive domestic intelligence agency.

**The FBI’s “Investigative Data Warehouse.”** This database of investigative information run by the FBI appears to be soaking up a broad array of data on innocent individuals. For example, it contains information on millions of innocent financial transactions that

---

are routinely reported to the government – not only by banks, but by anyone engaged in a trade or business – such as car dealers and building contractors. That routine data stream is then combined with other data in an effort to “connect the dots,” and to “identify trends and patterns of relevance to terrorism financing.”

A major Homeland Security data mining program, "ADIVISE" (Analysis, Dissemination, Visualization, Insight, and Semantic Enhancement), was shut down in September 2007 after the DHS Inspector General found that it had improperly used genuine personal information in tests, and that it was poorly planned and lacking in justification. That move was the latest confirmation that data mining programs are not only dangerous to our liberties, but a bad way to fight terrorism.

A growing Surveillance-Industrial Complex

The NSA and SWIFT scandals make it clearer than ever that the growth of an American Surveillance-Industrial Complex continues unabated and, in all likelihood, that the growth is accelerating.

The NSA’s data dragnet. The NSA’s programs would not be possible without the cooperation of large telecommunications companies, whose behavior exemplifies the trend of turning the private sector into an extension of the surveillance state.

SWIFT transactions. Not only the SWIFT cooperative itself but also some of the major banks that make up that cooperative were reportedly aware of the spying that was being carried out by the U.S. Treasury Department and the CIA. And the government hired the private auditor Booz Allen Hamilton to oversee compliance – replacing genuine checks and balances with a large accounting corporation that is intimately tied to the U.S. Government through its contracts and top executives.

Government purchasing of private data. The ongoing end-run around the Privacy Act and its ban on government maintenance of dossiers on innocent citizens continues. An April 2006 report by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that the Departments of Justice, Homeland Security and State, and the Social Security Administration spent $30 million on contracts with private-sector data aggregators. And 91 percent of that spending went toward law enforcement and counterterrorism.

A National ID System

In May 2005 Congress passed the Real ID Act, which standardizes and effectively federalizes the states’ driver’s licenses – taking state-issued documents originally intended just to certify driving ability, and turning them into nationally controlled, full-fledged national identity papers. The act also requires that each ID be readable by computer and tied to a fifty-state interconnected database.

The Real ID Act is an impractical and unrealistic piece of legislation – and carries an impossible implementation deadline of 2008. That has prompted a broad rebellion within the states, who are stuck with implementing – and paying for – the act. Still, if it is ever implemented, it will quickly become a key part of the new surveillance society that we are seeing take shape so rapidly before our eyes:

A checkpoint society. Real ID would enable authorities everywhere – public and private, petty and grand – to sift through and sort out the American public in new and chilling ways, facilitating the construction of a larger network of status and identity checks and access control points.

Internal tracking. And each checkpoint established will create an electronic record. When a security guard, bus driver or retail clerk scans your ID card with his pocket bar-code reader, it would likely create a permanent record of that check, including the time and your location. The end result would be a society where citizens’ movements are monitored and recorded as never before.

The handmaiden to data mining. Real IDs would erode privacy not just by creating more data, but also by helping to consolidate the vast oceans of other available data. By keying that data to our omnipresent Real IDs – and more importantly the database that lies behind it – it will become much easier to draw together all this information into coherent portraits of our lives for the government or others to access at will.

Video surveillance: The third wave

In the past few years, video surveillance has undergone a quantum leap in its capabilities and use.

The First Wave. For many years, video cameras slowly spread from banks, government buildings and convenience stores to all manner of buildings, retail establishments, and other public

---


16 See www.realnightmare.org for details on the state rebellion as well as details about the Real ID Act.
locations. As prices fell, their adoption accelerated. But at least these cameras were still for the most part disconnected from each other.

The Second Wave. Several years ago government agencies began to install interconnected networks of video cameras throughout public spaces around the nation. This brings video surveillance to an entirely new level because these cameras are a) operated by the government, and b) installed as networks, so that the potential is growing for individuals to be tracked as they move around. One survey found that at least 200 towns and cities in 37 states now use video cameras, or are in the process of setting them up, to watch public spaces such as sidewalks, parks, schools, buses, and buildings.17

The Third Wave. We are already beginning to see glimmers of another radical shift in the use of video cameras, in which private cameras from the first wave are actually tapped into by the centralized government systems created in the second. At the same time, police are claiming the right to analyze so-called “sweeps” of video information on every subject that crosses their minds. Records of individuals’ online searches reflect what they are thinking about in a way that few other resources do except perhaps a diary: reading lists, shopping, romantic and sexual interests, financial research, rumors, health information, travel plans, and so on. Yet our privacy when it comes to these mental maps is more perilous than most people realize: Google, Microsoft MSN, Yahoo, and other search engines are able to produce a list of all the search terms entered by a user.18 And the government now claims sweeping new powers to seize such data, in addition to whatever uses the search companies themselves are able to dream up for it. Even worse, the security agencies are now pushing for a sweeping new data retention requirement, which would require Internet Service Providers to retain records of their customers’ online activities in case the government wishes to inspect them.

RFID chips. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags are another new technology that carries a tremendous potential to enable surveillance. Of most concern are moves to place these radio chips in identity documents – they are already being placed in new U.S. passports. We may also find that we are tagged in many other ways through the clothes we wear and the products we carry.

DNA databanking. DNA analysis has exploded onto the scene in little more than a decade, and can provide incredibly intimate information about an individual that, only a short time ago, would have seemed straight out of Star Trek. And yet, law enforcement is steadily claiming the right to scrutinize and retain this information on an ever-widening circle of Americans. DNA databanks – originally restricted to those convicted of very serious, violent crimes – are expanding to encompass misdemeanors and even people who are merely arrested or detained, and are therefore still innocent in the eyes of the law (and often in reality as well). At the same time, police are claiming the right to analyze so-

With a few minor exceptions, Congress renewed the Patriot Act in March 2006 and solidified its weakening of checks and balances on the government’s surveillance powers.

called “abandoned DNA” (such as that left behind on a coffee cup), without a warrant, despite the vast array of intimate information that it contains.20

Other biometrics. A dose of realism since the early 2000s has tempered enthusiasm about the use of biometrics as a silver bullet for all manner of security and identification applications. But many in industry, Congress and elsewhere have not gotten the word, and biometric technologies continue to insinuate themselves into American life through such avenues as face recognition in our passports, the fingerprinting of foreign visitors to our country, and the appearance of fingerprint readers in everyday venues such as grocery stores and school cafeterias.

A Further weakening of the legal chains holding back surveillance
The surveillance monster in our midst is still growing by leaps and bounds. Unfortunately, the legal and policy chains that are needed to restrain it have, for the most part, continued to weaken.

The ’Protect America Act.’ In August 2007, the Bush Administration pressured Congress into enacting a misnamed "Protect America Act." While the NSA can already engage in mass untargeted eavesdropping overseas, this legislation for the first time allows the government to engage in mass, untargeted collection of Americans’ communications (specifically, any conversations between people in the United States and overseas). It does so with virtually no protections for the U.S. end of the phone call or e-mail, leaving decisions about the collection, mining and use of private communications solely up to the security agencies. It cuts the courts out of the process, and permits the U.S. Attorney General to unilaterally issue a new legal order called a “program warrant,” in which entire programs of electronic surveillance would be authorized in one sweep. However, the legislation included a six-month expiration provision, leading to much legislative wrangling over whether and how to renew it.21

Patriot Act entrenched. With a few minor exceptions, Congress renewed the Patriot Act in March 2006 and solidified its weakening of checks and balances on the government’s surveillance powers. It increased the government’s power to demand third-party records, for example, and expanded domestic uses of intelligence loopholes to the Constitution.22 As if these sweeping new powers were not enough, in March 2007 it was revealed that not only was the FBI making sweeping use of its surveillance powers, but that it had routinely circumvented even the lax requirements of the Patriot Act and illegally invaded the privacy of Americans.23

Assertions of sweeping executive power. Even these steps backward seem to shrink in significance compared to the astonishing claims of executive power advanced by the Bush Administration. Confronted by reports of the NSA’s illegal warrantless eavesdropping, President Bush asserts an “inherent authority” to conduct such spying, even in the face of two centuries of jurisprudence, some very clear laws passed by Congress, and the plain language of the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution that he has sworn to uphold.24

Narrow interpretations of “surveillance.” In denying that the NSA is engaged in the illegal warrantless surveillance of innocent Americans, administration officials appear to be excluding from their definition of surveillance any kind of evaluation of Americans’ communications that is performed by a computer, as opposed to a human being. That is a specious argument, however – surveillance is worrisome above all because of the consequences it can bring, and those consequences – investigation, further eavesdropping, placement on a watch list, adverse judgments – can increasingly be triggered by a computer just as easily as by a human being.

Conclusion: A fork in the road
The United States is at a crucial decision point on surveillance – a genuine fork in the road. Will we go down the path of letting our government – working hand in hand with the private sector – track and record every detail of our lives through mass surveillance? Will we allow ourselves to become a society where government eyes – human or mechanical – hover in the background, watching over us for signs of suspicious behavior and for illegal activity, large and (inevitably over time) small? Will our lives be observed and regulated by data mining – what we might refer to as massive surveillance by computer proxy? Or will we confront the implications of new data-gathering technologies now, and draw some bright lines to preserve and protect the ethos of privacy that Americans have always valued?

If we go down the road to mass surveillance, there will be no end to it. First we make people show IDs to get past a particular checkpoint. But everyone has an ID, so that becomes meaningless. So then we try to create a watch list with a few really bad people on it. But then we have to decide who goes on the watch list, which means we have to start finding out things about people. And with so much information out there, that has to be done by computer. And much of the data is bad, and the

24 The Fourth Amendment reads, “The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.”
criteria for evaluating it uncertain. And just how much do we need to know about someone before we can be reasonably certain that they are *not* a terrorist? It will never stop.

The false security of a surveillance society threatens to turn our country into a place where individuals are constantly susceptible to being trapped by data errors or misinterpretations, illegal use of information by rogue government workers, abuses by political leaders – or perhaps most insidiously, expanded legal uses of information for all kinds of new purposes. It threatens to worsen the imbalance of power between the weak and the strong, and the government and the people, and have an enormous chilling effect on our open society where citizens have always lived secure in the knowledge that the government will leave them alone if they’re not involved in wrongdoing.

We are far too close to the midnight of a genuine surveillance society, and the second hand has not stopped sweeping around the dial.
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Preface

There is no shortage of stories in the media today about the continuing assault on our privacy. But while the latest surveillance program or privacy-invading gadget always receives ample coverage, it is much rarer to find stories that connect the dots and describe the overall impact on privacy in the United States. And without that big picture, the importance of the individual pieces often gets lost.

This new report from the American Civil Liberties Union seeks to provide greater understanding of how our activities are increasingly being tracked and recorded, and how all that data could be drawn together from different sources to create a single high-resolution image of our private lives.

For decades, the notion of a “surveillance society,” where every facet of our private lives is monitored and recorded, has sounded abstract, paranoid or far-fetched to many people.

No more! The public’s recent introduction to the Pentagon’s “Total Information Awareness” project, which seeks to tie together every facet of our private lives in one big surveillance scheme, has provided a stunning lesson in the realities of the new world in which we live. The revelations about the Total Information Awareness program have given the public a sudden introduction to the concept of “data surveillance,” and an early glimmer of the technological potential for a surveillance society. It has also confirmed the national security and law enforcement establishments’ hunger for such surveillance.

Yet too many people still do not understand the danger, do not grasp just how radical an increase in surveillance by both the government and the private sector is becoming possible, or do not see that the danger stems not just from a single government program, but from a number of parallel developments in the worlds of technology, law, and politics. In this report, the ACLU seeks to flesh out these trends, and, by setting down various developments together in one place, to illuminate the overall danger and what can be done to eliminate it.

The surveillance monster is getting bigger and stronger by the day. But the American Civil Liberties Union believes that it is not too late to build a system of law that can chain it. It is not too late to take back our data.
Introduction

Privacy and liberty in the United States are at risk. A combination of lightning-fast technological innovation and the erosion of privacy protections threatens to transform Big Brother from an oft-cited but remote threat into a very real part of American life. We are at risk of turning into a Surveillance Society.

The explosion of computers, cameras, sensors, wireless communication, GPS, biometrics, and other technologies in just the last 10 years is feeding a surveillance monster that is growing silently in our midst. Scarcely a month goes by in which we don’t read about some new high-tech way to invade people’s privacy, from face recognition to implantable microchips, data-mining, DNA chips, and even “brain wave fingerprinting.” The fact is, there are no longer any technical barriers to the Big Brother regime portrayed by George Orwell.

Even as this surveillance monster grows in power, we are weakening the legal chains that keep it from trampling our lives. We should be responding to intrusive new technologies by building stronger restraints to protect our privacy; instead, we are doing the opposite – loosening regulations on government surveillance, watching passively as private surveillance grows unchecked, and contemplating the introduction of tremendously powerful new surveillance infrastructures that will tie all this information together.

A gradual weakening of our privacy rights has been underway for decades, but many of the most startling developments have come in response to the terrorist attacks of September 11. But few of these hastily enacted measures are likely to increase our protection against terrorism. More often than not, September 11 has been used as a pretext to loosen constraints that law enforcement has been chafing under for years.

It doesn’t require some apocalyptic vision of American democracy being replaced by dictatorship to worry about a surveillance society. There is a lot of room for the United States to become a meaner, less open and less just place without any radical change in government. All that’s required is the continued construction of new surveillance technologies and the simultaneous erosion of privacy protections.

It’s not hard to imagine how in the near future we might see scenarios like the following:

- An African-American man from the central city visits an affluent white suburb to attend a co-worker’s barbeque. Later that night, a crime takes place elsewhere in the neighborhood. The police review surveillance camera images, use face recognition to identify the man, and pay him a visit at home the next day. His trip to the suburbs where he “didn’t belong” has earned him an interrogation from suspicious police.

- A tourist walking through an unfamiliar city happens upon a sex shop. She stops to gaze at several curious items in the store’s window before moving along. Unbeknownst to her, the store has set up the newly available “Customer Identification System,” which detects a signal being emitted by a computer chip in her driver’s license and records her identity and the date, time, and duration of her brief look inside the window. A week later, she gets a solicitation in the mail mentioning her “visit” and embarrassing her in front of her family.
Such possibilities are only the tip of the iceberg. The media faithfully reports the latest surveillance gadgets and the latest moves to soften the rules on government spying, but rarely provides the big picture. That is unfortunate, because each new threat to our privacy is much more significant as part of the overall trend than it seems when viewed in isolation. When these monitoring technologies and techniques are combined, they can create a surveillance network far more powerful than any single one would create on its own.

The good news is that these trends can be stopped. As the American people realize that each new development is part of this larger story, they will give more and more weight to protecting privacy, and support the measures we need to preserve our freedom.

The Growing Surveillance Monster

In the film *Minority Report*, which takes place in the United States in the year 2050, people called “Pre-cogs” can supposedly predict future crimes, and the nation has become a perfect surveillance society. The frightening thing is that except for the psychic Pre-cogs, the technologies of surveillance portrayed in the film already exist or are in the pipeline. Replace the Pre-cogs with “brain fingerprinting” – the supposed ability to ferret out dangerous tendencies by reading brain waves – and the film’s entire vision no longer lies far in the future. Other new privacy invasions are coming at us from all directions, from video and data surveillance to DNA scanning to new data-gathering gadgets.

Video Surveillance

Surveillance video cameras are rapidly spreading throughout the public arena. A survey of surveillance cameras in Manhattan, for example, found that it is impossible to walk around the city without being recorded nearly every step of the way. And since September 11 the pace has quickened, with new cameras being placed not only in some of our most sacred public spaces, such as the National Mall in Washington and the Statue of Liberty in New York harbor, but on ordinary public streets all over America.

Video surveillance may be on the verge of a revolutionary expansion in American Life.

As common as video cameras have become, there are strong signs that, without public action, video surveillance may be on the verge of a revolutionary expansion in American life. There are three factors propelling this revolution:

1. **Improved technology.** Advances such as the digitization of video mean cheaper cameras, cheaper transmission of far-flung video feeds, and cheaper storage and retrieval of images.

2. **Centralized surveillance.** A new centralized surveillance center in Washington, DC is an early indicator of what technology may bring. It allows officers to view images from video cameras across the city – public buildings and streets, neighborhoods, Metro stations, and even schools. With the flip of a switch, officers can zoom in on people from cameras a half-mile away.
3. **Unexamined assumptions that cameras provide security.** In the wake of the September 11 attacks, many embraced surveillance as the way to prevent future attacks and prevent crime. But it is far from clear how cameras will increase security. U.S. government experts on security technology, noting that “monitoring video screens is both boring and mesmerizing,” have found in experiments that after only 20 minutes of watching video monitors, “the attention of most individuals has degenerated to well below acceptable levels.” In addition, studies of cameras’ effect on crime in Britain, where they have been extensively deployed, have found no conclusive evidence that they have reduced crime.

These developments are creating powerful momentum toward pervasive video surveillance of our public spaces. If centralized video facilities are permitted in Washington and around the nation, it is inevitable that they will be expanded – not only in the number of cameras but also in their power and ability. It is easy to foresee inexpensive, one-dollar cameras being distributed throughout our cities and tied via wireless technology into a centralized police facility where the life of the city can be monitored. Those video signals could be stored indefinitely in digital form in giant but inexpensive databases, and called up with the click of a mouse at any time. With face recognition, the video records could even be indexed and searched based on who the systems identify – correctly, or all too often, incorrectly.

Several airports around the nation, a handful of cities, and even the National Park Service at the Statue of Liberty have installed face recognition. While not nearly reliable enough to be effective as a security application, such a system could still violate the privacy of a significant percentage of the citizens who appeared before it (as well as the privacy of those who do not appear before it but are falsely identified as having done so). Unlike, say, an iris scan, face recognition doesn’t require the knowledge, consent, or participation of the subject; modern cameras can easily view faces from over 100 yards away.

Further possibilities for the expansion of video surveillance lie with unmanned aircraft, or drones, which have been used by the military and the CIA overseas for reconnaissance, surveillance, and targeting. Controlled from the ground, they can stay airborne for days at a time. Now there is talk of deploying them domestically. Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman John Warner (R, VA) said in December 2002 that he wants to explore their use in Homeland Security, and a number of domestic government agencies have expressed interest in deploying them. Drones are likely to be just one of many ways in which improving robotics technology will be applied to surveillance.

The bottom line is that surveillance systems, once installed, rarely remain confined to their original purpose. Once the nation decides to go down the path of seeking security through video surveillance, the imperative to make it work will become overwhelming, and the monitoring of citizens in public places will quickly become pervasive.

**Data Surveillance**

An insidious new type of surveillance is becoming possible that is just as intrusive as video surveillance – what we might call “data surveillance.” Data surveillance is the collection of information about an identifiable individual, often from multiple sources, that can be assembled into a portrait of that person’s activities. Most com-
puters are programmed to automatically store and track usage data, and the spread of computer chips in our daily lives means that more and more of our activities leave behind “data trails.” It will soon be possible to combine information from different sources to recreate an individual’s activities with such detail that it becomes no different from being followed around all day by a detective with a video camera.

Some think comprehensive public tracking will make no difference, since life in public places is not “private” in the same way as life inside the home. This is wrong; such tracking would represent a radical change in American life. A woman who leaves her house, drives to a store, meets a friend for coffee, visits a museum, and then returns home may be in public all day, but her life is still private in that she is the only one who has an overall view of how she spent her day. In America, she does not expect that her activities are being watched or tracked in any systematic way – she expects to be left alone. But if current trends continue, it will be impossible to have any contact with the outside world that is not watched and recorded.

**The Commodification of Information**

A major factor driving the trend toward data surveillance forward is the commodification of personal information by corporations. As computer technology exploded in recent decades, making it much easier to collect information about what Americans buy and do, companies came to realize that such data is often very valuable. The expense of marketing efforts gives businesses a strong incentive to know as much about consumers as possible so they can focus on the most likely new customers. Surveys, sweepstakes questionnaires, loyalty programs and detailed product registration forms have proliferated in American life – all aimed at gathering information about consumers. Today, any consumer activity that is not being tracked and recorded is increasingly being viewed by businesses as money left on the table.

On the Internet, where every mouse click can be recorded, the tracking and profiling of consumers is even more prevalent. Web sites can not only track what consumers buy, but what they look at – and for how long, and in what order. With the end of the Dot Com era, personal information has become an even more precious source of hard cash for those Internet ventures that survive. And of course Americans use the Internet not just as a shopping mall, but to research topics of interest, debate political issues, seek support for personal problems, and many other purposes that can generate deeply private information about their thoughts, interests, lifestyles, habits, and activities.

**Genetic Privacy**

The relentless commercialization of information has also led to the breakdown of some longstanding traditions, such as doctor-patient confidentiality. Citizens share some of their most intimate and embarrassing secrets with their doctors on the old-fashioned assumption that their conversations are confidential. Yet those details are routinely shared with insurance companies, researchers, marketers, and employers. An insurance trade organization called the Medical Information Bureau even keeps a centralized medical database with records on millions of patients. Weak new medical privacy rules will do little to stop this behavior.

---

**Unlike other medical information, DNA is a unique combination: both difficult to keep confidential and extremely revealing about us.**
An even greater threat to medical privacy is looming: genetic information. The increase in DNA analysis for medical testing, research, and other purposes will accelerate sharply in coming years, and will increasingly be incorporated into routine health care.

Unlike other medical information, genetic data is a unique combination: both difficult to keep confidential and extremely revealing about us. DNA is very easy to acquire because we constantly slough off hair, saliva, skin cells and other samples of our DNA (household dust, for example, is made up primarily of dead human skin cells). That means that no matter how hard we strive to keep our genetic code private, we are always vulnerable to other parties’ secretly testing samples of our DNA. The issue will be intensified by the development of cheap and efficient DNA chips capable of reading parts of our genetic sequences.

Already, it is possible to send away a DNA sample for analysis. A testing company called Genelex reports that it has amassed 50,000 DNA samples, many gathered surreptitiously for paternity testing. “You’d be amazed,” the company’s CEO told U.S. News & World Report. “Siblings have sent in mom’s discarded Kleenex and wax from her hearing aid to resolve the family rumors.”

Not only is DNA easier to acquire than other medical information, revealing it can also have more profound consequences. Genetic markers are rapidly being identified for all sorts of genetic diseases, risk factors, and other characteristics. None of us knows what time bombs are lurking in our genomes.

The consequences of increased genetic transparency will likely include:

- **Discrimination by insurers.** Health and life insurance companies could collect DNA for use in deciding who to insure and what to charge them, with the result that a certain proportion of the population could become uninsurable. The insurance industry has already vigorously opposed efforts in Congress to pass meaningful genetic privacy and discrimination bills.

- **Employment discrimination.** Genetic workplace testing is already on the rise, and the courts have heard many cases. Employers desiring healthy, capable workers will always have an incentive to discriminate based on DNA – an incentive that will be even stronger as long as health insurance is provided through the workplace.

- **Genetic spying.** Cheap technology could allow everyone from schoolchildren to dating couples to nosy neighbors to routinely check out each other’s genetic codes. A likely high-profile example: online posting of the genetic profiles of celebrities or politicians.

**Financial privacy**

Like doctor-patient confidentiality, the tradition of privacy and discretion by financial institutions has also collapsed; financial companies today routinely put the details of their customers’ financial lives up for sale.
A big part of the problem is the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act passed by Congress in 1999. Although Gramm-Leach is sometimes described as a “financial privacy law,” it created a very weak privacy standard – so weak, in fact, that far from protecting Americans’ financial privacy, the law has had the effect of ratifying the increasing abandonment of customer privacy by financial companies.

Gramm-Leach effectively gives financial institutions permission to sell their customers’ financial data to anyone they choose. That includes the date, amount, and recipient of credit card charges or checks a customer has written; account balances; and information about the flow of deposits and withdrawals through an account. Consumers provide a tremendous amount of information about themselves when they fill out applications to get a loan, buy insurance, or purchase securities, and companies can also share that information. In fact, the only information a financial company may NOT give out about you is your account number.

Under Gramm-Leach, you get no privacy unless you file complex paperwork, following a financial institution’s precise instructions before a deadline they set, and repeating the process for each and every financial service provider who may have data about you. And it is a process that many companies intentionally make difficult and cumbersome; few let consumers “opt out” of data sharing through a Web site or phone number, or even provide a self-addressed envelope.

Gramm-Leach is an excellent example of the ways that privacy protections are being weakened even as the potential for privacy invasion grows.

New Data-Gathering Technologies
The discovery by businesses of the monetary value of personal information and the vast new project of tracking the habits of consumers has been made possible by advances in computers, databases and the Internet. In the near future, other new technologies will continue to fill out the mosaic of information it is possible to collect on every individual. Examples include:

• **Cell phone location data.** The government has mandated that manufacturers make cell phones capable of automatically reporting their location when an owner dials 911. Of course, those phones are capable of tracking their location at other times as well. And in applying the rules that protect the privacy of telephone records to this location data, the government is weakening those rules in a way that allows phone companies to collect and share data about the location and movements of their customers.

• **Biometrics.** Technologies that identify us by unique bodily attributes such as our fingerprints, faces, iris patterns, or DNA are already being proposed for inclusion on national ID cards and to identify airline passengers. Face recognition is spreading. Fingerprint scanners have been introduced as security or payment mechanisms in office buildings, college campuses, grocery stores and even fast-food restaurants. And several companies are working on DNA chips that will be able to instantly identify individuals by the DNA we leave behind everywhere we go.

• **Black boxes.** All cars built today contain computers, and some of those computers are being programmed in ways that are not necessarily in the interest of owners. An increasing number of cars contain devices akin to the “black boxes” on aircraft that record details about a vehicle’s operation and movement. Those devices can “tattle” on car owners to the police or insurance
investigators. Already, one car rental agency tried to charge a customer for speeding after a GPS device in the car reported the transgression back to the company. And cars are just one example of how products and possessions can be programmed to spy and inform on their owners.

- **RFID chips.** RFID chips, which are already used in such applications as toll-booth speed passes, emit a short-range radio signal containing a unique code that identifies each chip. Once the cost of these chips falls to a few pennies each, plans are underway to affix them to products in stores, down to every can of soup and tube of toothpaste. They will allow everyday objects to “talk” to each other – or to anyone else who is listening. For example, they could let market researchers scan the contents of your purse or car from five feet away, or let police officers scan your identification when they pass you on the street.

- **Implantable GPS chips.** Computer chips that can record and broadcast their location have also been developed. In addition to practical uses such as building them into shipping containers, they can also serve as location “bugs” when, for example, hidden by a suspicious husband in a wife’s purse. And they can be implanted under the skin (as can RFID chips).

If we do not act to reverse the current trend, data surveillance – like video surveillance – will allow corporations or the government to constantly monitor what individual Americans do every day. Data surveillance would cover everyone, with records of every transaction and activity squirreled away until they are sucked up by powerful search engines, whether as part of routine security checks, a general sweep for suspects in an unsolved crime, or a program of harassment against some future Martin Luther King.

**Government Surveillance**

Data surveillance is made possible by the growing ocean of privately collected personal data. But who would conduct that surveillance? There are certainly business incentives for doing so; companies called data aggregators (such as Acxiom and ChoicePoint) are in the business of compiling detailed databases on individuals and then selling that information to others. Although these companies are invisible to the average person, data aggregation is an enormous, multi-billion-dollar industry. Some databases are even “co-ops” where participants agree to contribute data about their customers in return for the ability to pull out cross-merchant profiles of customers’ activities.

The biggest threat to privacy, however, comes from the government. Many Americans are naturally concerned about corporate surveillance, but only the government has the power to take away liberty – as has been demonstrated starkly by the post-September 11 detention of suspects without trial as “enemy combatants.”

In addition, the government has unmatched power to centralize all the private sector data that is being generated. In fact, the distinction between government and private-sector privacy invasions is fading
quickly. The Justice Department, for example, reportedly has an $8 million contract with data aggregator ChoicePoint that allows government agents to tap into the company’s vast database of personal information on individuals. Although the Privacy Act of 1974 banned the government from maintaining information on citizens who are not the targets of investigations, the FBI can now evade that requirement by simply purchasing information that has been collected by the private sector. Other proposals – such as the Pentagon’s “Total Information Awareness” project and airline passenger profiling programs – would institutionalize government access to consumer data in even more far-reaching ways (see below).

**Government Databases**
The government’s access to personal information begins with the thousands of databases it maintains on the lives of Americans and others. For instance:

- The FBI maintains a giant database that contains millions of records covering everything from criminal records to stolen boats and databases with millions of computerized fingerprints and DNA records.

- The Treasury Department runs a database that collects financial information reported to the government by thousands of banks and other financial institutions.

- A “new hires” database maintained by the Department of Health and Human Services, which contains the name, address, social security number, and quarterly wages of every working person in the U.S.

- The federal Department of Education maintains an enormous information bank holding years worth of educational records on individuals stretching from their primary school years through higher education. After September 11, Congress gave the FBI permission to access the database without probable cause.

- State departments of motor vehicles of course possess millions of up-to-date files containing a variety of personal data, including photographs of most adults living in the United States.

**Communications Surveillance**
The government also performs an increasing amount of eavesdropping on electronic communications. While technologies like telephone wiretapping have been around for decades, today’s technologies cast a far broader net. The FBI’s controversial “Carnivore” program, for example, is supposed to be used to tap into the e-mail traffic of a particular individual. Unlike a telephone wiretap, however, it doesn’t cover just one device but (because of how the Internet is built) filters through *all* the traffic on the Internet Service Provider to which it has been attached. The only thing keeping the government from trolling through all this traffic is software instructions that are written by the government itself. (Despite that clear conflict of interest, the FBI has refused to allow independent inspection and oversight of the device’s operation.)

Another example is the international eavesdropping program codenamed Echelon. Operated by a part-
nership consisting of the United States, Britain, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, Echelon reportedly grabs e-mail, phone calls, and other electronic communications from its far-flung listening posts across most of the earth. (U.S. eavesdroppers are not supposed to listen in on the conversations of Americans, but the question about Echelon has always been whether the intelligence agencies of participating nations can set up reciprocal, back-scratching arrangements to spy on each others’ citizens.) Like Carnivore, Echelon may be used against particular targets, but to do so its operators must sort through massive amounts of information about potentially millions of people. That is worlds away from the popular conception of the old wiretap where an FBI agent listens to one line. Not only the volume of intercepts but the potential for abuse is now exponentially higher.

The “Patriot” Act
The potential for the abuse of surveillance powers has also risen sharply due to a dramatic post-9/11 erosion of legal protections against government surveillance of citizens. Just six weeks after the September 11 attacks, a panicked Congress passed the “USA PATRIOT Act,” an overnight revision of the nation’s surveillance laws that vastly expanded the government’s authority to spy on its own citizens and reduced checks and balances on those powers, such as judicial oversight. The government never demonstrated that restraints on surveillance had contributed to the attack, and indeed much of the new legislation had nothing to do with fighting terrorism. Rather, the bill represented a successful use of the terrorist attacks by the FBI to roll back unwanted checks on its power. The most powerful provisions of the law allow for:

• **Easy access to records.** Under the PATRIOT Act, the FBI can force anyone to turn over records on their customers or clients, giving the government unchecked power to rifle through individuals’ financial records, medical histories, Internet usage, travel patterns, or any other records. Some of the most invasive and disturbing uses permitted by the Act involve government access to citizens’ reading habits from libraries and bookstores. The FBI does not have to show suspicion of a crime, can gag the recipient of a search order from disclosing the search to anyone, and is subject to no meaningful judicial oversight.

• **Expansion of the “pen register” exception in wiretap law.** The PATRIOT Act expands exceptions to the normal requirement for probable cause in wiretap law. As with its new power to search records, the FBI need not show probable cause or even reasonable suspicion of criminal activity, and judicial oversight is essentially nil.

• **Expansion of the intelligence exception in wiretap law.** The PATRIOT Act also loosens the evidence needed by the government to justify an intelligence wiretap or physical search. Previously the law allowed exceptions to the Fourth Amendment for these kinds of searches only if “the purpose” of the search was to gather foreign intelligence. But the Act changes “the purpose” to “a significant purpose,” which lets the government circumvent the Constitution’s probable cause requirement even when its main goal is ordinary law enforcement.

• **More secret searches.** Except in rare cases, the law has always required that the subject of a search be notified that a search is taking place. Such notice is a crucial check on the government’s power because it forces the authorities to operate in the open and allows the subject of searches to challenge their validity in court. But the PATRIOT Act allows the government to conduct searches without notifying the subjects until long after the search has been executed.
Under these changes and other authorities asserted by the Bush Administration, U.S. intelligence agents could conduct a secret search of an American citizen’s home, use evidence found there to declare him an “enemy combatant,” and imprison him without trial. The courts would have no chance to review these decisions – indeed, they might never even find out about them.\(^1\)

**The “TIPS” Program**

In the name of fighting terrorism, the Bush Administration has also proposed a program that would encourage citizens to spy on each other. The Administration initially planned to recruit people such as letter carriers and utility technicians, who, the White House said, are “well-positioned to recognize unusual events.” In the face of fierce public criticism, the Administration scaled back the program, but continued to enlist workers involved in certain key industries. In November 2002 Congress included a provision in the Homeland Security Act prohibiting the Bush Administration from moving forward with TIPS.

Although Congress killed TIPS, the fact that the Administration would pursue such a program reveals a disturbing disconnect with American values and a disturbing lack of awareness of the history of governmental abuses of power. Dividing citizen from citizen by encouraging mutual suspicion and reporting to the government would dramatically increase the government’s power by extending surveillance into every nook and cranny of American society. Such a strategy was central to the Soviet Union and other totalitarian regimes.

**Loosened Domestic Spying Regulations**

In May 2002, Attorney General John Ashcroft issued new guidelines on domestic spying that significantly increase the freedom of federal agents to conduct surveillance on American individuals and organizations. Under the new guidelines, FBI agents can infiltrate “any event that is open to the public,” from public meetings and demonstrations to political conventions to church services to 12-step programs. This was the same basis upon which abuses were carried out by the FBI in the 1950s and 1960s, including surveillance of political groups that disagreed with the government, anonymous letters sent to the spouses of targets to try to ruin their marriages, and the infamous campaign against Martin Luther King, who was investigated and harassed for decades. The new guidelines are purely for spying on Americans; there is a separate set of Foreign Guidelines that cover investigations inside the U.S. of foreign powers and terrorist organizations such as Al Qaeda.

Like the TIPS program, Ashcroft’s guidelines sow suspicion among citizens and extend the government’s surveillance power into the capillaries of American life. It is not just the reality of government surveillance that chills free expression and the freedom that Americans enjoy. The same negative effects come when we are constantly forced to wonder whether we might be under observation – whether the person sitting next to us is secretly informing the government that we are “suspicious.”
The Synergies of Surveillance

Multiple surveillance techniques added together are greater than the sum of their parts. One example is face recognition, which combines the power of computerized software analysis, cameras, and databases to seek matches between facial images. But the real synergies of surveillance come into play with data collection.

The growing piles of data being collected on Americans represent an enormous invasion of privacy, but our privacy has actually been protected by the fact that all this information still remains scattered across many different databases. As a result, there exists a pent-up capacity for surveillance in American life today – a capacity that will be fully realized if the government, landlords, employers, or other powerful forces gain the ability to draw together all this information. A particular piece of data about you – such as the fact that you entered your office at 10:29 AM on July 5, 2001 – is normally innocuous. But when enough pieces of that kind of data are assembled together, they add up to an extremely detailed and intrusive picture of an individual’s life and habits.

Data Profiling and “Total Information Awareness”

Just how real this scenario is has been demonstrated by another ominous surveillance plan to emerge from the effort against terrorism: the Pentagon’s “Total Information Awareness” program. The aim of this program is to give officials easy, unified access to every possible government and commercial database in the world. According to program director John Poindexter, the program’s goal is to develop “ultra-large-scale” database technologies with the goal of “treating the world-wide, distributed, legacy databases as if they were one centralized database.” The program envisions a “full-coverage database containing all information relevant to identifying” potential terrorists and their supporters. As we have seen, the amount of available information is mushrooming by the day, and will soon be rich enough to reveal much of our lives.

The TIA program, which is run by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), not only seeks to bring together the oceans of data that are already being collected on people, but would be designed to afford what DARPA calls “easy future scaling” to embrace new sources of data as they become available. It would also incorporate other work being done by the military, such as their “Human Identification at a Distance” program, which seeks to allow identification and tracking of people from a distance, and therefore without their permission or knowledge.

Although it has not received nearly as much media attention, a close cousin of TIA is also being created in the context of airline security. This plan involves the creation of a system for conducting background checks on individuals who wish to fly and then separating out either those who appear to be the most trustworthy passengers (proposals known as “trusted traveler”) or flagging the least trustworthy (a proposal known as CAPS II, for Computer Assisted Passenger Screening) for special attention.

The Washington Post has reported that work is being done on CAPS II with the goal of creating a “vast air security screening system designed to instantly pull together every passenger’s travel history and liv-
ing arrangements, plus a wealth of other personal and demographic information” in the hopes that the authorities will be able to “profile passenger activity and intuit obscure clues about potential threats.” The government program would reportedly draw on enormous stores of personal information from data aggregators and other sources, including travel records, real estate histories, personal associations, credit card records, and telephone records. Plans call for using complex computer algorithms, including highly experimental technologies such as “neural networks,” to sort through the reams of new personal information and identify “suspicious” people.\textsuperscript{14}

The dubious premise of programs like TIA and CAPS II – that “terrorist patterns” can be ferreted out from the enormous mass of American lives, many of which will inevitably be quirky, eccentric, or riddled with suspicious coincidences – probably dooms them to failure. But failure is not likely to lead these programs to be shut down – instead, the government will begin feeding its computers more and more personal information in a vain effort to make the concept work. We will then have the worst of both worlds: poor security and a super-charged surveillance tool that would destroy Americans’ privacy and threaten our freedom.

It is easy to imagine these systems being expanded in the future to share their risk assessments with other security systems. For example, CAPS could be linked to a photographic database and surveillance cameras equipped with face recognition software. Such a system might sound an alarm when a subject who has been designated as “suspicious” appears in public. The Suspicious Citizen could then be watched from a centralized video monitoring facility as he moves around the city.

In short, the government is working furiously to bring disparate sources of information about us toget-
er into one view, just as privacy advocates have been warning about for years. That would represent a radical branching off from the centuries-old Anglo-American tradition that the police conduct surveil-
lance only where there is evidence of involvement in wrongdoing. It would seek to protect us by moni-
toring everyone for signs of wrongdoing – in short, by instituting a giant dragnet capable of sifting through the personal lives of Americans in search of “suspicious” patterns. The potential for abuse of such a system is staggering.

The massive defense research capabilities of the United States have always involved the search for ways of outwardly defending our nation. Programs like TIA\textsuperscript{15} involve turning those capabilities inward and applying them to the American people – something that should be done, if at all, only with extreme caution and plenty of public input, political debate, checks and balances, and Congressional oversight. So far, none of those things have been present with TIA or CAPS II.

**National ID Cards**

If Americans allow it, another convergence of surveillance technologies will probably center around a national ID card. A national ID would immediately combine new technologies such as biometrics and RFID chips along with an enormously powerful database (possibly distributed among the 50 states). Before long, it would become an overarching means of facilitating surveillance by allowing far-flung pools of information to be pulled together into a single, incredibly rich dossier or profile of our lives. Before long, office buildings, doctors’ offices, gas stations, highway tolls, subways and buses would incorporate the ID card into their security or payment systems for greater efficiency, and data that is currently scattered and disconnected will get organized around the ID and lead to the creation of what amounts to a national database of sensitive information about American citizens.
History has shown that databases created for one purpose are almost inevitably expanded to other uses; Social Security, which was prohibited by federal law from being used as an identifier when it was first created, is a prime example. Over time, a national ID database would inevitably contain a wider and wider range of information and become accessible to more and more people for more and more purposes that are further and further removed from its original justification.

The most likely route to a national ID is through our driver’s licenses. Since September 11, the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators has been forcefully lobbying Congress for funds to establish nationwide uniformity in the design and content of driver’s licenses – and more importantly, for tightly interconnecting the databases that lie behind the physical licenses themselves.

An attempt to retrofit driver’s licenses into national ID cards will launch a predictable series of events bringing us toward a surveillance society:

- Proponents will promise that the IDs will be implemented in limited ways that won’t devastate privacy and other liberties.
- Once a limited version of the proposals is put in place, its limits as an anti-terrorism measure will quickly become apparent. Like a dam built halfway across a river, the IDs cannot possibly be effective unless their coverage is total.
- The scheme’s ineffectiveness – starkly demonstrated, perhaps, by a new terrorist attack – will create an overwhelming imperative to “fix” and “complete” it, which will turn it into the totalitarian tool that proponents promised it would never become.

A perfect example of that dynamic is the requirement that travelers present driver’s licenses when boarding airplanes, instituted after the explosion (now believed to have been mechanical in cause) that brought down TWA Flight 800 in 1996. On its own, the requirement was meaningless as a security measure, but after September 11 its existence quickly led to calls to begin tracking and identifying citizens on the theory that “we already have to show ID, we might as well make it mean something.”

Once in place, it is easy to imagine how national IDs could be combined with an RFID chip to allow for convenient, at-a-distance verification of ID. The IDs could then be tied to access control points around our public places, so that the unauthorized could be kept out of office buildings, apartments, public transit, and secure public buildings. Citizens with criminal records, poor CAPS ratings or low incomes could be barred from accessing airports, sports arenas, stores, or other facilities. Retailers might add RFID readers to find out exactly who is browsing their aisles, gawking at their window displays from the sidewalk or passing by without looking. A network of automated RFID listening posts on the sidewalks and roads could even reveal the location of all citizens at all times. Pocket ID readers could be used by FBI agents to sweep up the identities of everyone at a political meeting, protest march, or Islamic prayer service.
Conclusion

If we do not take steps to control and regulate surveillance to bring it into conformity with our values, we will find ourselves being tracked, analyzed, profiled, and flagged in our daily lives to a degree we can scarcely imagine today. We will be forced into an impossible struggle to conform to the letter of every rule, law, and guideline, lest we create ammunition for enemies in the government or elsewhere. Our transgressions will become permanent Scarlet Letters that follow us throughout our lives, visible to all and used by the government, landlords, employers, insurance companies and other powerful parties to increase their leverage over average people. Americans will not be able to engage in political protest or go about their daily lives without the constant awareness that we are – or could be – under surveillance. We will be forced to constantly ask of even the smallest action taken in public, “Will this make me look suspicious? Will this hurt my chances for future employment? Will this reduce my ability to get insurance?” The exercise of free speech will be chilled as Americans become conscious that their every word may be reported to the government by FBI infiltrators, suspicious fellow citizens or an Internet Service Provider.

Many well-known commentators like Sun Microsystems CEO Scott McNealy have already pronounced privacy dead. The truth is that a surveillance society does loom over us, and privacy, while not yet dead, is on life support.

Heroic measures are required to save it.

Four main goals need to be attained to prevent this dark potential from being realized: a change in the terms of the debate, passage of comprehensive privacy laws, passage of new laws to regulate the powerful and invasive new technologies that have and will continue to appear, and a revival of the Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

1. Changing the Terms of the Debate

In the public debates over every new surveillance technology, the forest too often gets lost for the trees, and we lose sight of the larger trend: the seemingly inexorable movement toward a surveillance society. It will always be important to understand and publicly debate every new technology and every new technique for spying on people. But unless each new development is also understood as just one piece of the larger surveillance mosaic that is rapidly being constructed around us, Americans are not likely to get excited about a given incremental loss of privacy like the tracking of cars through toll booths or the growing practice of tracking consumers’ supermarket purchases.

We are being confronted with fundamental choices about what sort of society we want to live in. But unless the terms of the debate are changed to focus on the forest instead of individual trees, too many
Americans will never even recognize the choice we face, and a decision against preserving privacy will be made by default.

2. Comprehensive Privacy Laws

Although broad-based protections against government surveillance, such as the wiretap laws, are being weakened, at least they exist. But surveillance is increasingly being carried out by the private sector – frequently at the behest of government – and the laws protecting Americans against non-governmental privacy invasions are pitifully weak.

In contrast to the rest of the developed world, the U.S. has no strong, comprehensive law protecting privacy – only a patchwork of largely inadequate protections. For example, as a result of many legislators’ discomfort over the disclosure of Judge Robert Bork’s video rental choices during his Supreme Court confirmation battle, video records are now protected by a strong privacy law. Medical records are governed by a separate, far weaker law that allows for widespread access to extremely personal information. Financial data is governed by yet another “privacy” law – Gramm-Leach – which as we have seen really amounts to a license to share financial information. Another law protects only the privacy of children under age 13 on the Internet. And layered on top of this sectoral approach to privacy by the federal government is a geographical patchwork of constitutional and statutory privacy protections in the states.

The patchwork approach to privacy is grossly inadequate. As invasive practices grow, Americans will face constant uncertainty about when and how these complex laws protect them, contributing to a pervasive sense of insecurity. As a glaring exception of the United States, every advanced industrialized nation in the world has enacted overarching privacy laws that protect citizens against private-sector abuses. When it comes to this fundamental human value, the U.S. is an outlaw nation. For example, the European Union bars companies from evading privacy rules by transferring personal information to other countries whose data-protection policies are “inadequate.” That is the kind of law that is usually applied to Third World countries, but the EU counts the United States in this category.

We need to develop a baseline of simple and clear privacy protections that crosses all sectors of our lives and give it the force of law. Only then can Americans act with a confident knowledge of when they can and cannot be monitored.

3. New Technologies and New Laws

The technologies of surveillance are developing at the speed of light, but the body of law that protects us is stuck back in the Stone Age. In the past, new technologies that threatened our privacy, such as telephone wiretapping, were assimilated over time into our society. The legal system had time to adapt and reinterpret existing laws, the political system had time to consider and enact new laws or regulations, and the culture had time to absorb the implications of the new technology for daily life. Today, however, change is happening so fast that none of this adaptation has time to take place – a problem...
that is being intensified by the scramble to enact unexamined anti-terrorism measures. The result is a significant danger that surveillance practices will become entrenched in American life that would never be accepted if we had more time to digest them.

Since a comprehensive privacy law may never be passed in the U.S. – and certainly not in the near future – law and legal principles must be developed or adapted to rein in particular new technologies such as surveillance cameras, location-tracking devices, and biometrics. Surveillance cameras, for example, must be subject to force-of-law rules covering important details like when they will be used, how long images will be stored, and when and with whom they will be shared.

4. Reviving the Fourth Amendment

*The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.*

– Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

The Fourth Amendment, the primary Constitutional bulwark against Government invasion of our privacy, was a direct response to the British authorities’ use of “general warrants” to conduct broad searches of the rebellious colonists.

Historically, the courts have been slow to adapt the Fourth Amendment to the realities of developing technologies. It took almost 40 years for the U.S. Supreme Court to recognize that the Constitution applies to the wiretapping of telephone conversations.16

In recent years – in no small part as the result of the failed “war on drugs” – Fourth Amendment principles have been steadily eroding. The circumstances under which police and other government officials may conduct warrantless searches has been rapidly expanding. The courts have allowed for increased surveillance and searches on the nation’s highways and at our “borders” (the legal definition of which actually extends hundreds of miles inland from the actual border). And despite the Constitution’s plain language covering “persons” and “effects,” the courts have increasingly allowed for warrantless searches when we are outside of our homes and “in public.” Here the courts have increasingly found we have no “reasonable expectation” of privacy and that therefore the Fourth Amendment does not apply.

But like other Constitutional provisions, the Fourth Amendment needs to be understood in contemporary terms. New technologies are endowing the government with the 21st Century equivalent of Superman’s X-ray vision. Using everything from powerful video technologies that can literally see in the dark, to biometric identification techniques like face recognition, to “brain fingerprinting” that can purportedly read our thoughts, the government is now capable of conducting broad searches of our “persons and effects” while we are going about our daily lives – even while we are in “public.”
The Fourth Amendment is in desperate need of a revival. The reasonable expectation of privacy cannot be defined by the power that technology affords the government to spy on us. Since that power is increasingly limitless, the “reasonable expectation” standard will leave our privacy dead indeed.

But all is not yet lost. There is some reason for hope. In an important pre-9/11 case, *Kyllo vs. U.S.*, the Supreme Court held that the reasonable expectation of privacy could not be determined by the power of new technologies. In a remarkable opinion written by conservative Justice Antonin Scalia, the Court held that without a warrant the police could not use a new thermal imaging device that searches for heat sources to conduct what was the functional equivalent of a warrantless search for marijuana cultivation in Danny Kyllo’s home.

The Court specifically declined to leave Kyllo “at the mercy of advancing technology.” While Kyllo involved a search of a home, it enunciates an important principle: the Fourth Amendment must adapt to new technologies. That principle can and should be expanded to general use. The Framers never expected the Constitution to be read exclusively in terms of the circumstances of 1791.
Notes


2 See http://www.ncjrs.org/school/ch2a_5.html.


4 The success rate of face recognition technology has been dismal. The many independent findings to that effect include a trial conducted by the U.S. military in 2002, which found that with a reasonably low false-positive rate, the technology had less than a 20% chance of successfully identifying a person in its database who appeared before the camera. See http://www.aclu.org/issues/privacy/FINAL_1_Final_Steve_King.pdf, 17th slide.


6 Data surveillance is often loosely referred to as “data mining.” Strictly speaking, however, data mining refers to the search for hidden patterns in large, pre-existing collections of data (such as the finding that sales of both beer and diapers rise on Friday nights). Data mining need not involve personally identifiable information. Data surveillance, on the other hand, involves the collection of information about an identifiable individual. Note, however, that when data surveillance is carried out on a mass scale, a search for patterns in people’s activities – data mining – can then be conducted as well. This is what appears to be contemplated in the Total Information Awareness and CAPS II programs (see below).


9 The expanded exception involves what are called “pen register/trap & trace” warrants that collect “addressing information” but not the content of a communication. Those searches are named after devices that were used on telephones to show a list of telephone numbers dialed and received (as opposed to tapping into actual conversations). The PATRIOT Act expands the pen register exception onto the Internet in ways that will probably be used by the government to collect the actual content of communications and that allow nonspecific “nationwide” warrants in violation of the Fourth Amendment’s explicit requirement that warrants “must specify the place to be searched.”

10 In August, the secret “FISA” court that oversees domestic intelligence spying released an opinion rejecting a Bush Administration attempt to allow criminal prosecutors to use intelligence warrants to evade the Fourth Amendment entirely. The court noted that agents applying for warrants had regularly filed false and misleading information. In November 2002, however, the FISA appeals court (three judges chosen by Supreme Court Chief Justice William Rehnquist), meeting for the first time ever, ruled in favor of the government.


15 The TIA is just one part of a larger post-9/11 expansion of federal research and development efforts. The budget for military R&D spending alone has been increased by 18% in the current fiscal year to a record $58.8 billion. Bob Davis, “Massive Federal R&D Initiative To Fight Terror Is Under Way,” Wall Street Journal, November 25, 2002.

